A little over two years ago, the Lloyd Library made a pledge to get on Cincinnati's radar. Since then, local media have helped bring Lloyd exhibitions, programs and collections to the Greater Cincinnati audience. Over 120 people attended the opening of our current exhibition, *Through the Rx Bottle*. Many of our upcoming programs are sold out. In response, we'll be adding more events and expanding electronic content to compliment programming.

**Lloyd Makes Cover Story in *Cincinnati Enquirer***

The cover story in this past Sunday's *Cincinnati Enquirer* is all about the Lloyd Library's exhibition and history. The three-page feature, also available [online](#), traces the history of medicinal cannabis from the 1500s to the present and its changing medicinal, legal and cultural status over time.

**Soapbox Cincinnati Profiles Lloyd Exhibit**

*Ssoapbox Cincinnati* features the Lloyd's current exhibition and event schedule in its April 2 issue. Writer David Holthaus connects recent trends in medical marijuana legislation with the history of medicinal cannabis showcased in our exhibit, *Through the Rx Bottle*. Click here to view the article and a slideshow of images.

**Lloyd Fellow Cole Imperi in *Cincinnati Magazine***
This month, Lloyd Fellow Cole Imperi brings her perspective on grief and the discipline of thanatology to a *Cincinnati Magazine* podcast and print feature story. Both of Cole's upcoming lectures on thanabotany (the intersection of botany and the study of death and dying) at the Lloyd are sold out. Stay tuned for more information on the Lloyd's streaming content from Cole.

**Cannabis Symposium Tickets Still Available**

The April 12 lecture by Don E Wirtshafter is sold out. There will be an additional opportunity to hear Wirtshafter on May 11, when he'll join professors Theresa Culley and Jonathan Cachat, along with Liz Crow at the Cannabis Symposium at the Lloyd. Spaces are still available. For more information and to register, click [here](#).

**View all of our upcoming events here**

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org | 917 Plum St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday and 3rd Saturday of the month
Visit [www.lloydlibrary.org](http://www.lloydlibrary.org) for complete list of hours.

**Come Visit - Next Open Saturday, April 20**

Stay Connected

[Facebook](#)  [Twitter](#)  [LinkedIn](#)  [Pinterest](#)  [Instagram](#)